60 Interesting Synthesis Essay Topic Ideas for Students
Do you know what a synthesis paper is? Well, this something you’ll have to
ask yourself before you start writing the essay. The term synthesis means
gathering data from different sources and making fresh content out of
them. It’s one of those academic projects which lecturers give to their
students to test their skills as well as knowledge on a given subject.

Easy Synthesis Essay Topics
We understand that a good number of students are new to college writing.
There’s no reason for you to worry if you’re one of them as we have
collected some easy topics for your synthesis paper.

They include:
1. The effects of the second world war on the eastern parts of europe
2. How have social media websites influenced the lives of college
students?
3. The impact of texting on the grammar of high school students
4. A complete insight into the exciting world of e-commerce
5. The transformation of the standards of beauty around the globe
6. The effects american culture has on european music
7. Understanding the close relationship between agriculture and
deforestation

Justice and Law Synthesis Paper Topics
Topics touching on legal matters require a great deal of research as you try
to gather accurate resources to support your ideas. Therefore, they are
some of the most difficult subjects for students.

Here are some simple ideas for you to use:
1. Impact of government tax regulations on the judiciary
2. Most socially corporate responsible countries in the world today

3. Difference in the islamic business law policies
4. Effective methods on how our local authorities can decrease crime
5. Simple techniques of dealing with all juvenile delinquents

Political Synthesis Topics Ideas
Here is an area with probably some of the ‘hottest’ topics and many of
which would make your essay captivating and unique.

You can write about:
1. What should the government do to improve judicial independence in
the country?
2. How has the united states solved the problem of immigration?
3. How can we create a more efficient and transparent electoral process?
4. Reasons why politics is the main cause of increased cases of terrorism
in the world
5. Explain the major successes of the united nations in maintaining piece
in the world
6. Does exposure to violence destroy our moral sense?
7. Is it possible to ‘prepare’ for a terrorist attack?
8. Is it possible to negotiate or reason with islamic terrorists?
9. If we can’t negotiate with terrorists, can we convince the wider muslim
world to denounce them and cut off support?
10.
Will increased public debt help american economy?
11.
Does television have a positive impact on presidential elections?

Synthesis Paper Themes on Business
Any synthesis paper on business and management is sure to demand a
great deal of research from you.

You could start with the following ideas:
1. How to create a well-organized business plan?
2. Methods which companies are using to improve their social as well civil
responsibilities
3. What is the role of large business firms in the development of a
country?
4. Strategies for managing conflict in our business environments

5. Which are some of the wealthiest tech companies in the world and how
are they shaping the world of business?
6. Simple things that you should do to become one of the highest earning
c.e.os in the world
7. Why is advertising important for any marketing business?
8. Will stricter gun control laws violate 2nd Amendment rights?
9. What would business or government agency need to consider before
transferring a hardy but nonindigenous species to another country.

Gender Studies Topics for Your Synthesis Essay
Finding exciting synthesis paper topics is quite easy. After all, it’s one of the
easiest fields of research.
Here are some impressive ideas:
1. How has society changed its view on women after the ‘women
liberation movement?’
2. Interesting reasons why the salem witch hunts were actually called for
3. how has the feminist movement changed the male ego?
4. Which role do the taliban women play in the war effort?
5. Are women fairly represented in all political avenues, groups, and
platforms?

Informative Synthesis Essay Topics In Sports
There are quite a number of things happening in the world of sports. A
good synthesis paper should educate the readers on the good and evils of
the sporting industry.

1. Below are some intriguing topics that will guide you:
2. How is drug and substance abuse destroying the lives of professional
athletes
3. Reasons why pele is regarded as the most phenomenal athlete of the
century
4. What should the government do to protect its athletes from malicious
international agents?
5. The effects of too much exercise with no rest in both male and female
athletes
6. The results of taking steroids to increase your body’s mass
7. How can teachers and parents make sports safer and educative for
kids?

8. How has the rivalry between messi and ronaldo revolutionized the
world of football?

Synthesis Paper Ideas on Theatre and Music
This is maybe the most exciting and suitable areas of research.

Here are just some of the things that you’re free to talk about:
1. Key reasons which show that music has made the world a better place.
2. Classical music and why it’s considered the best for relaxation.
3. Explain the history and growth of the hip hop culture in the united
states.
4. Factors which show that the music of the last century has changed
from that of today.
5. How did the beatles transform the world of music.
6. Effects of children listening to violent music.
7. The consequences of listening to loud music.

Other Synthesis Essay Topics
1. Will decreased levels of carbon dioxide emissions help fight global
warming?
2. Will it ever be possible to eliminate corruption?
3. Is it possible to eliminate hunger by means of decreasing poverty
levels?
4. Is advertising alcohol ethical?
5. Is it reasonable to increase the driving license age to 18?
6. Will people ever be able to find cure for cancer?
7. Are we too dependent on technology nowadays?
8. Are friends socially important?

